
 
  

REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS  
ADDENDUM 2 

Third Party Administrator for Liability Claims 
RFP # 2017-02 

DATE TBD 
 
Question: Please clarify the anticipated contract effective date. 
Answer: The contract effective date will be the date of the issued Notice to Proceed letter addressed to the 
selected TPA.  The contract is for an initial 3 years with two 1-year options.  
 
Question:  Page 11, Section A 1 & 2 - Will the District find it acceptable if PMA coordinates 24/7 scene 
investigations with a vendor partner as deemed necessary by client. 
Answer: Yes, it will be acceptable if the Prime Contractor (PMA) coordinates 24/7 scene investigations with a 
subcontractor. The contract for TPA will be between SMTD and the Prime Contractor, as such, any subcontractors 
are to be supervised and monitored by the Prime Contractor and any delays, errors etc. caused by a subcontractor 
will be viewed as being caused by the Prime Contractor.  
 
Question:   Page 11, Section A 10 - Please clarify what is meant regarding summary report on 'inactive open 
claims.' 
Answer: We would like all claims which have not been closed to remain on any reports (for example, the claims 
reserves report or any similar reports) until the claims are closed.   
 
Question:  Does the District want Auto physical damage (comprehensive and collision) and 
uninsured/underinsured motorist claims to be handled by the selected TPA?  Are there different retention 
amounts within these lines? 
Answer:  We do want both auto physical damage and uninsured/underinsured motorist claims to be handled by 
the TPA. We’re self-insured for both auto physical damage (comprehensive and collision) and 
uninsured/underinsured motorist claims.  The excess commercial auto does cover the uninsured/underinsured 
motorist claims with a SIR of $1,000,000 before excess coverage (below). 
 
Question:   Page 48, question 28 - Do you want Workers' Compensation claim services to be quoted at this time?  
If so, please provide the past 3 years of loss runs, showing medical paid and total paid amounts and breakdown of 
medical, indemnity, and record only claims. 
Answer:  No 
 
Question: What carrier(s) are providing excess coverage?  Please confirm SIR per line of coverage to be quoted.   
Answer:  
Excess Commercial Auto: 
$4,000,000 Limit Bodily Injury & Property Damage Combined single Limit 
$1,000,000 Limit Uninsured & Underinsured Motorist Protection Bodily Injury & Property damage 

Combined Single Limit 
SIR of $1,000,000 for each auto accident 
Carrier:  Travelers 
 
Commercial Excess Liability: 
$9,000,000 Per occurrence 
$9,000,000 Annual Aggregate limit



 

 
Underlying Coverages: 
Automobile Liability Combined Single Limit $4,000,000 
Employers Liability: 
  Each Accident       $500,000 
  Disease Policy Limit       $500,000 
  Disease Each Employee      $500,000 
Carrier:  Scottsdale Insurance 


